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AWARD CITATION 

Surname, name and middle name KUCHKA NIKOLAJ TIMOFEEVICH

Rank Guards Sr. Lieutenant

Position and unit Head of the signalling service of aviation squadron,  
96 Guards bomber aviation “Stalingrad” Red 
Banner Kutuzov order regiment.

is recommended for order "PATRIOTIC WAR I CLASS"

1. Birth year 1912

2. Nationality Ukrainian

3. In Red Army service since 1935

4. Party membership VKP(b) member 1942. ID №4509509

5. Participation in combat In the Patriotic war 22.06.1941 - 08.05.1945 on 
South-Western, Stalingrad, Don, Central, 
Belorussian, 1 Belorussian fronts. 

6. Wounds and contusions None

7. Previous awards Order “Red Banner” 1944; order “Patriotic war I 
class” 1943; medal “For Stalingrad defence”.

8. Drafted by which induction station Polonskoe district military commissariat, 
Kamentes-Podolsk region.

9. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 During the period of his participation in the Patriotic war on the South-
Western, Stalingrad, Don, Central, Belorussian, and 1 Belorussian fronts, he flew 
as an aerial gunner and radio operator, and later since August 1943, as the head 
of the signalling service of an aviation squadron, He made in total 125 successful 
combat missions, of which 7 were dive bombing missions. 
 He participated in the encirclement of the German troop in Stalingrad on 
the Orel-Kursk, Sevsk, Gomel-Rechitsa, Mozyr-Kalinkovichi, Bobruysk, Warsaw, 
Poznan, Kustrin, Pommern, and Berlin sectors. 
 After his latest award, he conducted further 37 successful combat missions. 
In this period, he trained and prepared 6 young freshman gunners and radio 
operators. He took part in 6 air engagements against enemy fighter planes.  
 He is a disciplined and neat officer. Morally reliable. Demanding towards 
himself and the subordinates. In combat setting, his conduct is brave, 
courageous, and calm. 
 On 16.01.1945, in a group of 9 aircrafts, he flew a dive bombing mission in 
the leading aircraft (pilot Guards Major SUBBOTIN). They bombarded the 
retreating enemy troops in the settlement Opochno. In the course of the whole 
mission, comrade KUCHKA relayed the combat commands by radio to the 
bombers and to the fighter escort. The group fulfilled the mission successfully, 
which is corroborated by the photograph №9. 
 On 19.02.1945, the same crew and formation bombarded the town and the 
railway station in Stargard. The aircraft group was subjected to intensive AA fire
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over the target zone, but despited that accomplished the mission excellently. In 
the course of the whole mission, comrade KUCHKA relayed the combat commands 
by radio to the bombers and to the fighter escort. When enemy fighter planes were 
spotted, he reported it to the escort aircrafts, who prevented the enemy from 
approaching our bombers. With his excellent observation of the air and reliable 
radio communication, comrade KUCHKA greatly assisted the success of the 
mission, which is corroborated by the photographs №104-106. 
 On 21.03.1945, in a group of 6 Pe-2, he flew in the leading aircraft with the 
same crew. They bombarded an enemy stronghold in Alt Tucheband. In the course 
of the whole mission, comrade KUCHKA relayed the combat commands by radio 
to the bombers and to the fighter escort. On the approach to the target zone, 3 
Fw-190 attempted an attack. Comrade KUCHKA was the first to spot the enemy 
and opened fire from his machine-gun. After that, he reported the information to 
the escort planes, which prevented the enemy from approaching the bombers. The 
mission was a success (photograph №178). 
 The success in the missions is corroborated by the photographs: 
2,4,9,13,18,19,28,29,45,50,51,58,61,60,74,85,86,80,104-106,108-116, 
124,125,136,137,141,159,162,169,181,187,178,191,192,204,211,230,228,241,2
38,233,243,249-252,256,257. 
 For excellent execution of the combat missions on the front of struggle 
against the German invaders, and for exhibited courage and bravery, he deserves 
order "PATRIOTIC WAR I CLASS". 

Commander of 96 Guards bomber aviation “Stalingrad”  
Red Banner Kutuzov order regiment 

11 May 1945    Guards Colonel signature  /A.YAKOBSON/ 

He deserves order "PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS"

Commander of 301 bomber aviation “Gomel” Kutuzov order division 
11 May 1945  Colonel signature /FEDORENKO/

He deserves order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS”

Commander of 3 bomber aviation “Bobruysk” Suvorov order corps 
22 May 1945  Mj. General of Airforce signature /KARAVATS I.I./

Bestowed with order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS” by the decree №255/n  
by 16 Airforce on 29 June 1945. 

Head of the 2nd section of personnel department of 16 Airforce 
Major signature /KORDYUKOV/ 

23 July 1945
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